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A decision support system using multi-source scientific data, an ontological approach and soft computing – Application to eco-efficient biorefinery

Abstract — In decision tasks such as bioprocess efficiency comparison, scientific literature is a valuable source of data. This large number of scientific data is heterogeneously structured, mainly in textual format. Innovative tools able to integrate and treat constantly new information are required. In this context, the use of semantic web methods such as ontologies seems relevant to structure the experimental information. Imprecision and uncertainty can arise from data incompleteness and variability. This is particularly true for processes involving biological materials. Document reliability should also be considered. Soft computing methods have the potential to be the keystone of specialized software that can be integrated in decision support systems (DSS) intended to solve these issues. This paper presents the implementation of a pipeline which permits to: (1) structure and integrate the experimental data of interest by using ontologies, (2) assess data source reliability, (3) compute and visualize indicators taking into account data imprecision.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Environmental sustainability assessment of processes is being increasingly viewed as an important tool to aid in the shift towards sustainability. It is a complex task that requires several steps and the examination of numerous factors: energy consumption, energy efficiency and environmental factor of chemical, physicochemical and mechanical treatments. If we consider the bioconversion of lignocellulosic biomass processes [3,31], comparative studies remain scarce, even if the topic of lignocellulosic biomass has been extensively studied in the past thirty years, yielding a great number of scientific papers focused on a specific study. Building DSS able to include scientific data extracted from the literature opens the way to a whole series of new (Meta)-analyses, making it possible to widen the scope of work [5], in order to build more realistic DSS and to help researchers involved in the process design to make rational decisions based on data and knowledge expressed by domain experts in the scientific literature.

However this topic is challenging in many ways. The first obstacle holding back the use of those scientific data is their textual format and heterogeneous structure. In this context, the use of ontologies is relevant [30,24] to structure the experimental information and express it in a standardized vocabulary. This permits to organize knowledge in order to perform automatic reasoning and to facilitate linked open data. The second challenge is to take into account data imprecision and incompleteness. Indeed, a scientific publication often presents data summaries with various formats, for instance intervals or [mean, standard deviation] pairs. These summaries are issued from sets of experiments, which are not available in the paper. The use of intervals or fuzzy numbers is well suited to deal with such imprecisions and uncertainties. The third difficulty consists in taking into account source (document) reliability when using these data in calculations. Belief theory provides elegant solutions to handle this point [8].

The DSS architecture proposed in this paper aims at coupling generic methods and reusable software modules to meet these challenges, while being instantiated to meet the specific needs of a particular application. More precisely, this DSS relies on the development of a system:

(i) able to annotate, store and maintain potentially incomplete or imprecise data extracted from the scientific literature in dedicated databases,
(ii) allowing the computation of indicators taking into account data imprecision,
(iii) evaluating document reliability.
Our approach is compared to the state of the art in Section 2, and the software architecture is detailed in Section 3. To illustrate our proposal, we present in Section 4 an example about glucose extraction in rice straw comparing four processes that may include a sequence of unit operations. Section 5 concludes the paper.

II. COMPARISON WITH THE STATE OF THE ART

To the best of our knowledge, there is no comparable DSS implementing a full pipeline such as the one presented in Fig. 1, which allows to represent imprecise data extracted from heterogeneous textual documents in order to compare indicators (for example bioprocess efficiency indicators). This DSS, which will be described in more detail in Section 3, is a pipeline composed of three steps: (1) annotation guided by the ontology of experimental data published in scientific papers, (2) annotated data extracted and indicators computation, (3) indicators visualization in graphical maps. In general, relevant experimental data published in textual documents are scattered in different parts of the document and expressed in different formats. For example, in Process Engineering papers, operation control parameters are often described in sentences within the Material and Method section, while experimental results are presented in tables located in the Results and discussion section. Automatic extraction of scattered information from text and tables of scientific articles is an open research topic [15,17,13,4,28]. It is out of the scope of this paper dedicated to the implementation of a first version of an operational pipeline presented in Fig. 1, in which annotation is a manual operation guided by the ontology. However, comparison could be done concerning the first step of the pipeline: experimental imprecise data representation using the semantic tool (including data annotation and querying guided by an ontology) proposed in this paper, called @Web (for Annotated Tables from the Web).

III. ARCHITECTURE OF THE DECISION SUPPORT SYSTEM

Fig. 1 details the three steps of the data treatment pipeline, which combines ontologies and soft computing tools. In the first step, experimental data published in scientific papers are annotated thanks to an ontology and assessed in terms of their source reliability. Annotated data (that may be imprecise) are stored in a RDF database and available in open access via permalinks, a SPARQL end-point and a dedicated querying system guided by the ontology. The second step consists in extracting annotated data from the RDF database to compute indicators and data reliability scores. Indicators and data reliability scores can be visualized in the third step as graphical maps.

3.1 Heterogeneous experimental data integration (step 1)

To facilitate integration of scientific data coming from heterogeneous sources, one of the relevant solutions is to use ontologies [20,10,9]. @Web implements the first step of Fig. 1 as a complete workflow (see Fig. 2) to manage experimental data: extraction and semantic annotation of data from scientific documents, data source reliability assessment and bipolar flexible querying of the collected imprecise data stored in a database opened on the Web. @Web relies on an Ontological and Terminological Resource (OTR) which guides the scientific data semantic annotation and the querying. OTR is composed of two layers: a generic one and a specific one dedicated to a given application domain. Since the OTR is at the heart of the scientific data capitalization workflow, @Web can therefore be reused for different application domains: only the specific part of the OTR must

---

1 SPARQL (SPARQL Protocol and RDF Query Language) is the protocol and the query language which permits to search, add, modify or suppress RDF graphs.
be redefined to re-use @Web for a new domain (see [29] for a reuse in food packaging domain).

@Web is composed of two sub-systems (see Fig.2) combining knowledge engineering and soft computing tools. The first one is an annotation sub-system for the acquisition and annotation, with concepts of the OTR, of experimental imprecise data extracted from data found in scientific documents; those annotated data being stored into a database. This sub-system also allows the reliability of data sources to be assessed using the approach of [8]. The second sub-system is a bipolar flexible querying system based on the approach presented in [7], which allows data stored in the database to be queried. @Web is implemented using the semantic web standards (XML, RDF, OWL 3, SPARQL): the OTR is defined in OWL2-DL, annotated tables in XML/RDF and the querying in SPARQL. We present in Section 3.1.1 the way OTR has been modeled to be used in @Web. Section 3.1.2 details the model used to assess data source reliability.

3.1.1 OTR model
The OTR is designed to annotate data tables representing scientific experiments results in a given domain (see [29] for more details). We made the choice to represent an experiment which involves a studied object, several experimental parameters and a result using n-ary relations in order to structure information in a simple way which can be easily understood by annotators. As recommended by W3C [20], we used the design pattern which represents a n-ary relation thanks to a concept associated with its arguments via properties. Fig. 3 illustrates this concept (Milling is a unit operation performed on a given biomass).

An excerpt of the OTR global structure is presented in Fig.4. The conceptual component of OTR is composed of a core ontology to represent n-ary relations between experimental data and a domain ontology to represent specific concepts of a given application domain (Biorefinery in this example). In the up core ontology, generic concepts Relation and Argument represent respectively n-ary relations and arguments. The domain ontology contains specific concepts of a given application domain, in this paper the biorefinery domain. They appear as sub concepts of the generic concepts of the core ontology. The terminological component of OTR contains the set of terms describing the studied domain and used to annotate data.

3.1.2 Reliability assessment scores
We recall in this section the approach presented in [8] in order to compute reliability assessment scores associated with data sources extracted from the Web. Given a document \( o \) collected from some bibliographical resources on the web, the role of the reliability is to affect an interval-valued score \([E_o, E_0]\) that reflects the a priori reliability of information \( o \). The interval is obtained through an expert system using meta-information, and the length or imprecision of \([E_o, E_0]\) reflects to which extent the various pieces of meta-information are consistent.
The system is built as follows. First, an ordered finite reliability space \( \Theta = \{\theta_1, \ldots, \theta_N\} \) is built, \( \theta_1 \) being the lowest reliability value, \( \theta_N \) the highest. Usually, \( N = 5 \) (as in this paper) or \( N = 7 \) to ensure a good compromise between complexity and expressiveness. A non-decreasing score function \( f \) on \( \Theta \) is then defined, in our case \( f(\theta_i) = i \).

Second, \( S \) groups \( A_1, \ldots, A_S \) of meta-information that will be used to assess reliability are defined, a group \( A_i \) taking \( C_i \) values \( c_{ij}, \ldots, c_{ik} \). Various types of meta-information have been considered for the data sources:

1. meta-information on the data source itself: for instance the source type (e.g. scientific publication, technical report), the source reputation, citation data;
2. meta-information related to means used to produce data. Such information is typically included in a section called Material and method in papers based on experiments in Life Science, which thoroughly describes the experimental protocol and material. Some methods may be known to be less accurate than others, but are still chosen for practical considerations;
3. meta-information related to statistical procedures: presence of repetitions, uncertainty quantification (i.e. variance, confidence interval), elaboration of an experimental design.

In practice, the groups are made so that their impact on reliability can be estimated independently, which can lead to make groups \( A_i \) containing multiple criteria (e.g. number of citation and publication date).

After the groups have been formed, for each value \( c_{ij}, i = 1, \ldots, S, j = 1, \ldots, C_i \) an expert of the field from which data are collected gives his/her opinion about how reliable is the data whose meta-information is \( c_{ij} \). This opinion is expressed linguistically, chosen from a set of limited modalities (or combinations of them), e.g. very unreliable, slightly unreliable, neutral, slightly reliable, very reliable and unknown. Each modality is then transformed into a fuzzy set. Fig. 5 illustrates such a fuzzy set, defined on \( \Theta \) with \( N = 5 \).

![Fig.5. Fuzzy set corresponding to the term very reliable.](image)

To each document \( o \) are then associated \( S \) fuzzy sets \( \mu_{\theta_1}, \ldots, \mu_{\theta_N} \) defined on \( \Theta \) corresponding to its meta-information. Those fuzzy sets are then merged together using evidential theory and a maximal coherent subset approach which allows conflicting evidences to be taken into account (i.e. assessment of high reliability for an aspect but of low reliability for another). The result of this merging is a mass distribution \( m_o: 2^\Theta \to [0,1] \) which reflects the global reliability of \( o \) (see [8] for more details). Final score \( \overline{E}_o \) is then computed using the following formula:

\[
\overline{E}_o = \sum_{\theta \in \Theta} m_o(\theta) \inf_{\theta_i \in \Theta} f(\theta_i)
\]

\( \overline{E}_o \) is obtained with the same formula, replacing \( \inf \) by \( \sup \). These scores are then used in the querying system to order annotated data associated with documents thanks to their reliability. [8] presents various means to analyze the result of the reliability, such as the reasons that have led to an imprecise assessments and the detection of subgroups of agreeing/disagreeing meta-information.

### 3.2 Software workflow

In this section, due to the lack of space, we only present the step 1 of the workflow which implements the data treatment pipeline presented in Fig. 1. @Web relies on the generic part of the OTR model (see the core ontology in Fig. 4) and allows the management of the domain ontology (by example Biorefinery OTR). As @Web relies on the generic part of the OTR model, several OTR dedicated to different application domains can be managed simultaneously in @Web. For instance, in our current implementation, an OTR dedicated to gas transfer in packaging materials has also been defined and is available at [http://www6.inra.fr/cati-icat-atweb](http://www6.inra.fr/cati-icat-atweb). Current version of the OTR of units of measure is also available at [http://www6.inra.fr/cati-icat-atweb](http://www6.inra.fr/cati-icat-atweb) (section @Web platform, thumbnail Ontology, option Unit Ontology).

![Fig.6. Five steps of the annotation sub-system in @web](image)

The annotation workflow of @Web is implemented in five steps presented in Fig.6. Recorded tutorials of current @Web version are available on-line ([http://www6.inra.fr/cati-icat-atweb/Tutorials](http://www6.inra.fr/cati-icat-atweb/Tutorials)) for readers interested by the complete workflow. In this paper, we focus on two steps. Firstly, we present the second step which is dedicated to document reliability assessment using the model presented in Section 3.1.2. In the current version, meta-information associated with each document is manually entered in order to compute...
reliability score. In Fig.7, reliability score has led to an imprecise assessment \( [E_{eq}, E_{o}] = [1.5, 4.96] \) due to conflict between expert opinions associated with meta-information: “citation age and citation number” and “source type” are considered very reliable, “Enzymatic hydrolysis reproducibility” and “Biochemical and physico-chemical analysis reproducibility” are considered hardly reliable because only the average value of experimental results associated with those unit operations are given in the document. All operations involving belief functions-needed to compute reliability score have been implemented in a R package. The package is called belief [22], and it includes basic functions to manipulate belief functions and associated mass assignments (currently on finite spaces only). Secondly, we focus on the fourth step, called Table annotation, which corresponds to the manual semantic annotation of the selected data tables using the concepts of Biorefinery OTR. Taking into account the actual content of the original table, the annotator selects from the n-ary relation concepts defined in the OTR those relevant to annotate the table. Several n-ary relations may be used in a given annotated table in order to annotate experimental data associated with a complete pretreatment process.

![Fig.7. @Web reliability assessment associated with [Hideno et al. 2009].](image)

Table 1 Excerpt of the annotated table Process Description

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>n°</th>
<th>Output solid constituent quantity Unit : g</th>
<th>Treatment</th>
<th>Experience number Unit : 1</th>
<th>Process step number Unit : 1</th>
<th>Biomass</th>
<th>Biomass quantity Unit : g</th>
<th>Treatment duration Unit : min</th>
<th>Total pretreatment energy Unit : MJ/kg</th>
<th>Output liquor quantity Unit : l</th>
<th>Water quantity Unit : l</th>
<th>Rotation speed Unit : min⁻¹</th>
<th>Output solid constituent size Unit : mm</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>5.000e+1 Cutting milling</td>
<td>1.000e+0</td>
<td>1.000e+0 Rice straw 5.000e+1</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>0.000e+0</td>
<td>0.000e+0</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>2.000e+0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>5.000e+1 Drying</td>
<td>2.000e+0</td>
<td>2.000e+0 Rice straw 5.000e+1</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>0.000e+0</td>
<td>0.000e+0</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>1.700e+3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>5.000e+1 Dry ball milling</td>
<td>3.000e+0</td>
<td>3.000e+0 Rice straw 5.000e+1</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>0.000e+0</td>
<td>0.000e+0</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>2.000e+0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>5.000e+1 Enzymatic hydrolysis treatment 1.000e+0</td>
<td>4.000e+0 Rice straw [4.000e-2; 6.000e-2]</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>4.320e+3</td>
<td>4.500e+1</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>1.700e+3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>5.000e+1 Cutting milling</td>
<td>2.000e+0</td>
<td>2.000e+0 Rice straw 5.000e+1</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>0.000e+0</td>
<td>0.000e+0</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>1.700e+3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>5.000e+1 Drying</td>
<td>2.000e+0</td>
<td>2.000e+0 Rice straw 5.000e+1</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>0.000e+0</td>
<td>0.000e+0</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>2.000e+0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>5.000e+1 Dry ball milling</td>
<td>3.000e+0</td>
<td>3.000e+0 Rice straw 5.000e+1</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>1.500e+1</td>
<td>1.500e+1</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>1.700e+3</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>3.000e-1 ; 4.500e-2 Enzymatic hydrolysis treatment 2.000e+0</td>
<td>4.000e-2 Rice straw [4.000e-2; 6.000e-2]</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td>4.320e+3</td>
<td>4.500e+1</td>
<td>[inf ; inf]</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 1 presents an example of an annotated table in @Web extracted from the scientific document [11], which describes a biorefinery pretreatment process composed of a sequence of four unit operations realized in experiments 1 and 2. The columns of the annotated table correspond to arguments of the relation Milling_Solid_Quantity_Output_Relation (see Fig. 3). For instance, we can see on the row n°1 that the first unit operation is a cutting milling, instance of the relation Milling_Solid_Quantity_Output_Relation. The row n°3 shows that the third unit operation of this process is a second milling, dry ball milling, another instance of the relation Milling_Solid_Quantity_Output_Relation. During the manual data entering guided by the OTR, @Web proposes assistance to several tasks. For example, it is possible to enter an imprecise quantitative value as an interval of values or a pair mean/standard deviation. In Table 2, the quantity Output solid constituent quantity is defined as the precise value 5g for Cutting milling treatment in row n°1 and as the interval [3.1e-2; 4.9e-2] g. for Enzymatic hydrolysis treatment in row n°4. Missing data are denoted by the interval [inf; inf]. In the fifth and last step of annotation, called Storage, the annotated data tables are stored in a RDF triple store which could be queried through either an end-user querying interface or a SPARQL endpoint for open data access. The data annotated with @Web may be queried through an end-user interface, which implements a flexible bipolar querying method described in [7,8]. It must be noticed that this querying method performs simultaneously three kinds of reasoning: (1) inference using specialization relation defined in the OTR, (2) ranking according to fuzzy pattern matching between preferences expressed in the query and imprecise data, (3) ranking according to preferences expressed about data source.
reliability. Selection criteria can be expressed on relation arguments. They may be mandatory or desirable.

IV. CASE STUDY: BIOPROCESS EFFICIENCY

We now present the application of the pipeline presented in Fig. 1 to a case study of bioprocess efficiency [1,2]. The DSS aims at solving the dilemma of assessing the environmental impact of alternative biorefinery systems, namely glucose extraction in rice straw. Several processes are being compared on the basis of scientific data extracted from bibliographical resources on the Web. Fig. 8 displays the studied system.

**Fig. 8 - Biorefinery pre-treatment process.**

**Eq.2. Efactor definition.**

\[
E_{factor} = \frac{B + C + S - GRQ}{GRQ}
\]

where
- \( B \) is the initial constant biomass quantity (kg),
- \( C \) is the chemical reagent product constant quantity used in the process (kg),
- \( S \) is the constant quantity of solvent (water and/or solution) used in the process (kg),
- \( GRQ \) (kg) is a quantity defined as the biomass quantity (input of the enzymatic hydrolysis unit operation) multiplied by the glucose rate (glucose available in the raw biomass, denoted \( GR \)) and the glucose yield (glucose extracted from the biomass, denoted \( GY \)) which depends on the considered experimental result.

The experimental results considered in this case study are \( GR \) and \( GY \). Consequently, \( GR \) (resp. \( GY \)) can be considered as a sample drawn from a random variable. We have noticed that, in a given document \( o_l \), the \( GY \) random variable depends on experimental settings, which is not the case for the \( GR \) random variable whose sampling shows no variation. In the following, we propose for a given document \( o_l \), a given biomass \( b \in \{b_1, \ldots, b_l\} \) and a given process \( p \in \{p_1, \ldots, p_k\} \), to compute \( E_{factor}(o_l, p, b) \) in selecting the best experimental setting presented in document \( o_l \) and computing \( E_{factor}^{\text{best}}(o_l, p, b) \). Having in mind the imprecision expressed for random variable \( GY \), a pessimistic point of view will prefer to guarantee the best minimal \( GY \), while an optimistic one will prefer to guarantee the best maximal \( GY \). In this paper, we have chosen the pessimistic point of view to select the best experimental setting. Let us consider \( \bar{GY}_{e_{ij}} \) (resp. \( \sigma_{GY_{e_{ij}}} \)) the mean value (resp. the standard deviation) associated with the \( GY \) random variable of experimental setting \( j \) described in document \( o_l \). We assume that the sample is drawn from a normal distribution (the sample size is unknown; this is usually a reasonable assumption in such experiments). Then the best experimental setting with a confidence degree of 95%, denoted \( e_{i_{ij}} \), is the one having the maximal lower bound of a 95% confidence interval:

\[
\bar{GY}_{e_{ij}} - 2\sigma_{GY_{e_{ij}}} = \max_j \left( \bar{GY}_{e_{ij}} - 2\sigma_{GY_{e_{ij}}} \right)
\]

The procedure is illustrated using rice straw biorefinery treatment process data from [2]. The best experimental setting corresponds to the one having the maximal lower bound of the 95% confidence interval associated with the \( GY \) random variable. Let us consider that \( B = 1 \) kg, \( S = 8 \) kg, \( C = 0.0005 \) kg and the 95% confidence interval associated with the \( GR \) random variable = [0.51995, 0.57335] in [2], we compute, following Eq. 2, \( E_{factor}^{\text{best}}(o_l, p, b) = [42.04, 51.34] \).

**Fig. 9: 95% confidence intervals associated with the GY random variable for experimental settings presented in [2].**

We have seen in the previous section that we use @Web queries to extract in csv files data in order to compute \( E_{factor} \) associated with a given topic. We have implemented the computation of the \( E_{factor} \) indicator in a R program. Graphical representations are generated to display an X-Y plot for a given topic and a given biomass where \( X \) corresponds to \( E_{factor} \) and \( Y \) to glucose yield. For instance, in Fig 10, we show a ranking of biorefinery treatments based on \( E_{factor} \) computation for best experiment of considered documents. Each point corresponds to a given biorefinery treatment of rice straw presented in a given document. For each point, the
category of treatment is represented by a geometric symbol (see the legend of Fig.10.).

![Image](image_url)

**Fig.10.** Efactor associated with rice straw for best experiment of documents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Source</th>
<th>Production</th>
<th>Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Type of source</td>
<td>Sugar analysis method</td>
<td>Energy measure repetitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Citation count</td>
<td></td>
<td>Enzymatic hydrolysis repetitions</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Publication date</td>
<td></td>
<td>Biochemical and physico-chemical treatment repetitions</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table 2. Metadata considered in the reliability assessment.

Reliability scores associated with each document, whose computation has been presented in section 3.1.2, are based on metadata given in Table 2. They have been represented in two colors for each point. The surrounding (resp. inner) color corresponds to the upper bound (resp. lower bound). For instance, the point “CM then dry BM” 4 (corresponding to biorefinery process PM-UFM in Fig. 10) has a glucose yield around 90% and a low Efactor. It is associated with reliability scores which correspond to an imprecise assessment due to disagreeing meta-information represented by an external circle painted in red and an internal one in green (see Reliability index in Fig.10.).

Results obtained on rice straw with the DSS have been presented to experts in biorefinery. Those results have been positively assessed by experts who used tables and graphics associated with Efactor indicators produced by the DSS to perform the following analysis. In Fig.10, it must be noticed that a low Efactor (2.03 ± 0.14) was estimated for Cutting Milling (CM) coupling to Ball Milling (BM) with about 90% of glucose yield (89.4 % ± 2) even if data source reliability is not fully established (see reliability indicator and associated metadata in Fig 7). In general water or chemical pretreatments of rice straw produced more glucose compared to mechanical or dry pretreatment (mechanical, torrefaction…), but produced more effluents with a high Efactor. Results presented in Fig.10 clearly demonstrate that dry pretreatments (milling, torrefaction…) are simpler technologies which are in general less effective in the production of glucose, but without the need of any chemical or water inputs with an low environmental impact (low Efactor), thus minimizing waste generation while maximizing value of the lignocellulosic feedstock.

V. CONCLUSION AND PROSPECT

In this paper we have proposed a decision support system based on the integration of multiresource scientific data and on the calculation of overall indicators. The DSS combines an ontology-based semantic approach and soft computing tools (fuzzy logic and belief theory) to handle data imprecision and reliability. The ontology is used to guide the annotation of potentially incomplete or imprecise experimental data retrieved from the bibliography in order to store them in a structured database. Moreover a model has been used to assess the reliability of data source, and a ranking of results is done taking into account data imprecision and reliability. The potential of the approach has been illustrated with a study of environmental impact factors of biomass conversion processes. Used with the reliability indicators, the DSS gives interesting information for an early stage of decision making at research or laboratory scale. The current development of data warehouses makes it possible for such approaches to gain in efficiency and to give more and more realistic results.
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4 which means Cutting Milling then dry Ball Milling


